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DEMOCRATIC BACKSLIDING IN THE ASIA PACIFIC: MASS-PRODUCING PROTESTS † 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper analyses the surge of dissent in democracies across the Asia Pacific. 1 In light of 

the COVID-19 pandemic, countries in the Asia Pacific have seen a significant rise in public 

protests and widespread dissent, perhaps as a reaction to the rising authoritarianism peddled 

by their respective governments. This paper rests on the premise that the reduction of 

democratic processes over time, has resulted in increasingly violent forms of protests and 

collective action. This paper envisions a five-step process by which authoritarianism and 

protests have proliferated in countries of the Asia Pacific in recent times. In a nutshell, 

autocratic leaders who wish to consolidate their power, use the democratic machinery 

available to them to fulfill increasingly authoritarian goals. This consequently triggers 

increasingly violent public protests, which justifies further autocratic action in an attempt to 

quell violence and maintain public order. This may further lead to an increasing illiberalism 

of sorts that hastens democratic backsliding. This paper considers six countries of the Asia 

Pacific with varying degrees of liberal democratic functioning, in order to comprehensively 

map out the increasing democratic erosion in recent times.   

  

																																																								
† This article has been commissioned for LAWASIA by the Anil Divan Foundation. It reflects the position of 
law as on 2 August 2021. 
* The author is an alumna of Government Law College, Mumbai, and is an incoming LLM student at the 
University of Cambridge. She can be contacted at psvakharia2012@gmail.com. She is deeply grateful to Mr 
Shyam Divan and Prof Yasushi Higashizawa for their constructive feedback; to Prof Kishu Daswani for his 
unstinted guidance; to Mr Amal Sethi for his detailed comments; to Ms Saanchi Dhulla for her keen review; and 
to Ms Anoushka Mani for her assistance with citations on this paper. 
1 The countries chosen in this paper have been categorised as democracies according to the Economist 
Intelligence Unit’s Democracy Index for 2020.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Despite global decline in the quality of democracy world over, democratic processes and 

institutions of that process are often crucial for autocrats itching for greater executive power. 

In fact Adam Chilton and Mila Versteeg argue that modern autocrats find constitutional 

documents useful in holding elections and maintaining nominally democratic institutions, 

including constitutional courts and liberal bills of rights, in order to appear democratically 

legitimate.2 They find that constitutional rights do not protect the public simply by virtue of 

their existence, and it is only when the public coalesce with organisations (like trade unions, 

human rights groups, civil liberty unions and the like) that rights encroachment by an 

increasingly autocratic government be better resisted.3 Ultimately however, they assert that if 

a government is committed to restricting rights, the exercise of constitutional rights alone is 

insufficient to stop them: this is so because governments, and especially autocratic 

governments at that, generally monopolise state force and possess dramatically more power 

than the citizens that constitutional rights seek to protect.4 Therefore, when a government’s 

interest and a constitutional rule are opposed, a government is not likely to respect 

constitutional boundaries that it has the power to ignore.5 

 

This is crucial in 2020, when global democracy was dealt a collective blow: the Economist 

Intelligence Unit’s Democracy Index for 2020, analysed that the tumultuous year spent 

struggling with the COVID-19 pandemic, resulted in a massive retraction of civil liberties 

world over, fuelling large-scale intolerance towards dissent in otherwise democratic set-ups.6 

																																																								
2 Adam Chilton and Mila Versteeg, How Constitutional Rights Matter, (Oxford University Press 2020) at 10 
3 Adam Chilton and Mila Versteeg, How Constitutional Rights Matter, (Oxford University Press 2020) at 8 
4 Adam Chilton and Mila Versteeg, How Constitutional Rights Matter, (Oxford University Press 2020) at 7 
5 Adam Chilton and Mila Versteeg, How Constitutional Rights Matter, (Oxford University Press 2020) at 7 
6 Economist Intelligence Unit, ‘Democracy Index 2020: In Sickness and in Health’ (The Economist 2021) 
<https://www.eiu.com/n/campaigns/democracy-index-2020/> accessed 2 August 2021, at 3, 14 
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The object of this paper rests on the premise that this reduction of democratic processes has 

resulted in increasingly violent forms of protests and collective action. This presents an 

interesting chronology that counters a simplistic good v. bad view of democratic protests: 

governments looking to consolidate their power often use democratic instruments to fulfill 

increasingly authoritarian goals, which consequently triggers increasingly violent public 

protests. Even as the public retaliate by falling back on their constitutional rights safeguards, 

or by organising collectively or both in order to protest publicly, autocratic governments seek 

to quell these protests instead of responding to them directly. In the face of increasing 

illiberalism, there is a predictable tussle between the autocrats and the people, where as 

Adam Chilton and Mila Versteeg predict, the public is not entirely able to stop autocrats from 

seizing more power and curtailing rights.  

 

Before this paper proceeds further, a few caveats are necessary. First, the proliferation of 

democracies across the world has resulted in widely differing definitions and meanings of the 

term. In order to avoid these definitional troubles, this paper relies on the Economist 

Intelligence Unit’s Democracy Index 2020, in order to choose democracies, which have 

experienced some form of democratic backsliding in recent years. The Democracy Index 

assigns a numerical value to each country, indicating the quality of its democracy, based on 

five categories: electoral process and pluralism, the functioning of government, political 

participation, political culture, and civil liberties. On the basis of these scores, it then 

categorises countries into one of four groups—full democracies, flawed democracies, hybrid 

regimes and authoritarian regimes—in order to provide a progressive and quantifiable scale 

as to the quality of democracy of countries across the world. 7 All six of the countries 

discussed in this paper have been considered as democracies by the Democracy Index 2020. 

																																																								
7 Economist Intelligence Unit, ‘Democracy Index 2020: In Sickness and in Health’ (The Economist 2021) 
<https://www.eiu.com/n/campaigns/democracy-index-2020/> accessed 2 August 2021, at 28  
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For clarity, this paper examines two countries which are labeled “flawed democracies”, two 

which are considered “hybrid regimes” and two which are “authoritarian regimes”, based on 

the classification of the Democracy Index 2020.  

 

Second, this paper briefly explores the concept of illiberal democracies because even as these 

six countries are united by the democratic backsliding they have experienced in recent years, 

the ways in which their constitutional processes have been limited do differ. It is necessary 

therefore, to disclaim that there are certain core elements of democracies, that countries 

imbibe, or aspire to imbibe, that earn them some repute as democracies, however flawed or 

illiberal they may otherwise be. In its most expansive interpretation, democracy is nothing 

more than a political procedure for the filling of offices through contested elections, held at 

suitably frequent intervals, decided by the majority on the basis of universal adult suffrage.8 

However, despite its varied forms,9 these common elements include: free and fair elections, 

separation of powers and fundamental political rights.10  

 

In the Asia Pacific, democratic backsliding has been accelerated by using the process of law 

and cloaking authoritarian actions with seemingly democratic legitimacy.11 In fact, Nancy 

Bermeo finds that democracy in the modern era has been subverted not by military coups that 

bring about instantaneous democratic erosion, but rather through incremental means using the 

																																																								
8 George Kateb, The Inner Ocean: Individualism and Democratic Culture (Cornell University Press, 1992) 52. 
See also, Daniel Bell, David Brown, Kanishika Jayasuriya, and ors, Towards Illiberal Democracy in Pacific 
Asia (Palgrave Macmillan, St Martin’s Press 1995), at 2 
9  Charles Tilly, Democracy (Cambridge University Press, 2007) at 1-25 
10  Steven Levitsky & Lucan A. Way, Competitive Authoritarianism: Hybrid Regimes After the Cold 
War (Cambridge University Press, 2010) at 5-6 
11 Kim Lane Scheppele, ‘Autocratic Legalism’ (2018) 85 University of Chicago Law Review 545; See Amal 
Sethi, ‘Judging Under Extreme Conditions—A Court’s Role in National Crisis’ (2021) 2(1) Keele Law Review 
(forthcoming) 
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veneer of law and legitimacy.12 Taking this idea forward, Richard Albert and Yaniv Roznai 

opine that one of the most foundational issues for a democracy to grapple with in a crisis, is 

its ability to protect its democratic order from the very crisis that threatens to undermine it.13 

Reports corroborate that the COVID-19 crisis is the first large scale crisis to coincide with the 

rapid democratic backsliding world over, allowing a certain autocraticism to creep into 

functioning democracies by centralizing power, silencing government-targeted criticism and 

weakening accountability of institutions central to the democratic process.14 

 

In light of these caveats, this paper seeks to highlight the complicated relationship between 

dissent and democracy, by analysing recent examples of public dissent in the Asia Pacific. 

This paper adopts a five-step order within which it examines democratic backsliding. The 

first step to be identified in this order is the creation of a government-controlled narrative that 

large sections of the public may even buy into. The second is the reduction in democratic 

processes, done most significantly by introducing a legislative or executive measure that is 

perceived to be autocratic and almost anti-democratic. The third is the ensuing public protests 

by which the public marks its displeasure with the government. The fourth is the consequent 

retaliatory government action, often made by putting into action the very legislative or 

executive measure that was being protested in the first place to quell violent agitations of the 

public under the shield of maintaining public order and peace. The fifth, and last item in this 

																																																								
12 Nancy Bermeo, ‘On Democratic Backsliding’ (2016) 27(1) Journal of Democracy 5; See Amal Sethi, 
‘Judging Under Extreme Conditions—A Court’s Role in National Crisis’ (2021) 2(1) Keele Law Review 
(forthcoming) 
13  Richard Albert and Yaniv Roznai, Constitutionalism Under Extreme Conditions: Law, Emergency, 
Exception (Springer, 2020); Sarah Repucci and Amy Slipowitz, ‘Democracy Under Lockdown: The Impact of 
COVID-19 on the Global Struggle for Freedom’ (Freedom House, 2020) 
<https://freedomhouse.org/report/special-report/2020/democracy-under-lockdown> accessed 2 August 2021 
14 Sarah Repucci and Amy Slipowitz, ‘Democracy Under Lockdown: The Impact of COVID-19 on the Global 
Struggle for Freedom’ (Freedom House, 2020) <https://freedomhouse.org/report/special-
report/2020/democracy-under-lockdown> accessed 2 August 2021 
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order may be a subsequently un-democratic treatment of such dissent by the government, 

often by using increasingly violent means infringing on the human rights of its people. 

 

In pursuit of this aim, this paper is divided into six sections. Part II of the paper briefly 

discusses the rise in illiberal democracies of the Asia Pacific, and the role of the Democracy 

Index 2020’s classification in this paper. Part III addresses the democratic backsliding in two 

of the “flawed democracies” identified by the Democracy Index 2020: India and Thailand. 

Part IV considers the fundamental quest for democratic rule in two of the “hybrid regimes” of 

the Democracy Index 2020: Hong Kong and Nepal. Part V analyses the cases of Afghanistan 

and Myanmar, which have recently turned into “authoritarian regimes” as classified by the 

Democracy Index 2020, despite democratic functioning. Part VI concludes this paper by 

underscoring the dilution of democratic process in countries of the Asia Pacific that has 

resulted in the introduction of autocratic elements into democratic functioning through 

seemingly legitimate democratic means.  

  

II. HOME OF ILLIBERAL DEMOCRACIES: THE TROUBLE WITH THE ASIA PACIFIC 

 

The Asia Pacific has seen a significant rise in democratic economies in recent years, with 

countries struggling to achieve some sort of democratic structure despite the military, 

colonial or autocratic regimes that flourish at their administrative centers. Malaysia, for 

instance, marked its adoption of democratic governance as recently as 2018, while Sri Lanka 

returned to democratic rule in 2015, after a second hiatus.  Of the 12 countries that turned to 

democracy after 1975, only 2 have been able to sustain democratic rule. Cambodia collapsed 

into non-democratic rule in 2018; while Myanmar succumbed to military rule in 2021, only 

ten short years after declaring itself a democracy. Others like India, the Philippines and 
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Indonesia, although democratic, regularly experience the kind of democratic erosion that 

raises eyebrows at the quality of their democracy: a phenomenon that has increased at the 

behest of the autocratic governments that helm these countries today. 15  In the 2020 

Democracy Index, the Asia and Australasia region recorded the biggest divergence in scores, 

providing a fertile landscape in which to assess democratic backsliding beyond its theoretical 

principles. 16  The Asia Pacific has increasingly been touted as the home of illiberal 

democracies, representing one of the most difficult regions in which to establish rule of law.17 

 

An illiberal democracy is described as an apparently democratic country where 

democratically elected governments routinely ignore constitutional limitations on their power 

and deprive citizens of basic rights.18 When Fareed Zakaria first qualified the term as a 

growth industry in 1997, he forewarned that illiberal democracies gain legitimacy and 

strength from the fact that they are reasonably democratic, posing grave danger to the 

authenticity of liberal democracy itself.19 Several scholars appreciate the rise of illiberal 

democracies in the Asia Pacific, interpreting democratisation in the region as a grafting of 

democratic practices and institutions onto societies with an alternative culture baggage, with 

different ways of organizing economic life, and with distinctive answers to the question of 

who counts as ‘we the people’.20 These scholars highlight specific characteristics of an Asian 

democracy: (1) the interventionist role of the state in dominating most aspects of social and 
																																																								
15 ‘The Global State of Democracy: Addressing the Ills, Reviving the Promise’ (IDEA International 2019) 
<https://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/chapters/the-global-state-of-democracy-2019-CH4.pdf> 
accessed 2 August 2021, ch 4 
16 Economist Intelligence Unit, ‘Democracy Index 2020: In Sickness and in Health’ (The Economist 2021) 
<https://www.eiu.com/n/campaigns/democracy-index-2020/> accessed 2 August 2021, at 28 
17 Daniel Bell, David Brown, Kanishika Jayasuriya, and David Martin Jones, Towards Illiberal Democracy in 
Pacific Asia (Palgrave Macmillan, St Martin’s Press 1995), at 2 
18 Fareed Zakaria, The Future of Freedom: Illiberal Democracy at Home And Abroad (Rev edn, W. W. Norton 
& Company 2007) at 17; Anthony J Gaughan, 'Illiberal Democracy: The Toxic Mix of Fake News, 
Hyperpolarization, and Partisan Election Administration' (2017) 12 Duke Journal of Constitutional Law & 
Public Policy 57-139 < https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/djclpp/vol12/iss3/3/> accessed 2 August 2021 
19  Fareed Zakaria, 'The Rise of Illiberal Democracy' (1997) 76(6) Foreign Affairs 
<https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/1997-11-01/rise-illiberal-democracy> at 24 & 42.  
20 Daniel Bell, David Brown, Kanishika Jayasuriya, and David Martin Jones, Towards Illiberal Democracy in 
Pacific Asia (Palgrave Macmillan, St Martin’s Press 1995), at 2 
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economic life; (2) a concomitant absence of a free public space; and (3) the ever-present 

possibility of a ‘reversion’ to more crude methods of social control; all of which suggest that 

illiberal Asian political systems are likelier to withhold individual rights and liberties when 

these may conflict with the collective aims of the state.21  

 

These predictions hold water in the context within which this paper is written: where 

governments in the Asia Pacific have inadvertently manufactured the necessity of protest as a 

response to increasingly illiberal tendencies of the government, but because of their 

increasing monopoly on state power do not feel compelled to respond to public action. 

Democratisation is not simply the empowerment of civil society but has been viewed as an 

attempt to renegotiate the relationship between political elites and national capital.22 Each of 

the six countries explored in this paper has taken to democratic protest as a means of 

renegotiating the existing relationship between the political elites and national capital in their 

country. In flawed democracies like India or Thailand, the question is of specific issues that 

national capital is used to finance, while in hybrid regimes, protests question the 

consolidation of complete power, of which national capital is one strand, by the political elite. 

There is certain delicateness in renegotiating such fundamental relationships, because these 

changes harken back to the very understanding of constitutionalism on which democracy in 

these countries is founded.  

 

Central to the idea of a liberal democracy invoked earlier, is that of constitutionalism or the 

creation of a complicated system of checks and balances designed to prevent the 

																																																								
21 Daniel Bell, David Brown, Kanishika Jayasuriya, and David Martin Jones, Towards Illiberal Democracy in 
Pacific Asia (Palgrave Macmillan, St Martin’s Press 1995), at 16 
22 Daniel Bell, David Brown, Kanishika Jayasuriya, and David Martin Jones, Towards Illiberal Democracy in 
Pacific Asia (Palgrave Macmillan, St Martin’s Press 1995), at 108 
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accumulation of power and the abuse of office.23 Mark Tushnet and Madhav Khosla suggest 

that democracies in Asia are characterized by an unstable constitutionalism i.e. although 

countries appear committed to the idea of constitutionalism, they struggle to put into practice 

a stable institutional structure embodying a form of constitutionalism that is appropriate for 

their nation.24 Admittedly the idea that a different kind of constitutionalism is applicable in 

democracies of the Global South, has long been popular.25 In the context of the Asia Pacific 

region specifically, most countries struggle with, as Zakaria puts it, the implementation of 

creative institutions and imaginative constitutions for transnational countries.26 In countries 

like Myanmar and Afghanistan, there is an authoritarian constitutionalism at play, by which 

autocrats tend to use the constitutional documents available to them to legitimise their 

authoritarian roles.  

 

III. DEMOCRATIC BACKSLIDING IN FLAWED DEMOCRACIES: CLAMPING DOWN ON DISSENT IN 

INDIA AND THAILAND 

 

The Democracy Index 2020 recorded about 10 flawed democracies in the Asia Pacific 

region.27 While the broad parameters of democratic functioning are met, such as largely free 

and fair elections, or basic civil liberties that are generally not compromised, there are 

weaknesses in other aspects of government functioning that inhibit these countries from 

																																																								
23 Fareed Zakaria, 'The Rise of Illiberal Democracy' (1997) 76(6) Foreign Affairs 
<https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/1997-11-01/rise-illiberal-democracy> accessed 2 August 2021, at 41.  
24 Mark Tushnet and Madhav Khosla (eds) Unstable Constitutionalism: Law and Politics in South Asia 
(Cambridge University Press 2015), at 7  
25 Daniel Bonilla Maldonado, Constitutionalism of the Global South: The Activist Tribunals of India, South 
Africa, and Colombia (Cambridge University Press 2013)  
26  Fareed Zakaria, 'The Rise of Illiberal Democracy' (1997) 76(6) Foreign Affairs 
<https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/1997-11-01/rise-illiberal-democracy> accessed 2 August 2021, at 41 
27 Economist Intelligence Unit, ‘Democracy Index 2020: In Sickness and in Health’ (The Economist 2021) 
<https://www.eiu.com/n/campaigns/democracy-index-2020/> accessed 2 August 2021, at 3 
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being considered as full democracies.28 Some of these weaknesses include problems in 

governance, an underdeveloped political culture and low levels of political participation. A 

significant observation in national responses to the COVID-19 pandemic—which triggered 

significant democratic backsliding across the world—is that in both full democracies and 

flawed democracies, governments did not involve the public in a national discussion, and 

imposed a top-down strategy of extraordinary measures.29  

 

A. DISSUADING DISSENT IN INDIA: INTO THE WORLD’S LARGEST DEMOCRACY 

 

While India has long held the position of a flawed democracy, it began recording a serious 

decline in democratic functioning since Prime Minister Narendra Modi came to power in 

2014.30 The Democracy Report 2021, published by the V-Dem Institute, labeled India as an 

electoral autocracy from its previous position as an electoral democracy.31 The report 

suggests that autocratisation largely follows a similar pattern: beginning with incumbents 

attacking media and civil society, autocrats encourage a wide polarisation of society by 

disrespecting opponents and engaging in widespread misinformation and culminating in 

undermining elections.32 Statistically speaking, the Democracy Report 2021 noted that on the 

Liberal Democracy Index scale, India’s level of liberal democracy at the end of 2020 had 

sunk to 0.34, from its much higher level of 0.57 in 2013, just before Prime Minister Modi 

																																																								
28 Economist Intelligence Unit, ‘Democracy Index 2020: In Sickness and in Health’ (The Economist 2021) 
<https://www.eiu.com/n/campaigns/democracy-index-2020/> accessed 2 August 2021, at 57 
29 Economist Intelligence Unit, ‘Democracy Index 2020: In Sickness and in Health’ (The Economist 2021) 
<https://www.eiu.com/n/campaigns/democracy-index-2020/> accessed 2 August 2021, at 20 
30 Younis Dar, ‘Why EIU Called India A ‘Flawed Democracy’ & Termed Rival Pakistan A ‘Hybrid 
Democracy’?’ The Eurasian Times (10 February 2021) <https://eurasiantimes.com/why-eui-called-india-a-
flawed-democracy-termed-rival-pakistan-a-hybrid-democracy/> accessed 2 August 2021 
31 Nazifa Alizada, Rowan Cole, Lisa Gastaldi and ors., ‘Autocratization Turns Viral: Democracy Report 2021’ 
(V-Dem Democracy Institute, University of Gothenburg) <https://www.v-dem.net/en/publications/democracy-
reports/> accessed 2 August 2021, at 13 
32The Wire Staff, ‘India Is No Longer a Democracy but an 'Electoral Autocracy': Swedish Institute’ The Wire 
(New Delhi, 11 March 2021) < https://thewire.in/rights/india-no-longer-democracy-electoral-autocracy-v-dem-
institute-report-bjp-narendra-modi> accessed 2 August 2021 
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came to power.33 This is a result of the government censorship of the media, the repression of 

civil society organisations, the diminishing autonomy of the Election Commission of India 

and a dramatic fall in academic and religious freedoms.34 

 

1. Creating a Narrative: of Polarisation, and the Politics of Othering  

 

Since gaining political power in 2014, Prime Minister Modi pursued a distinct policy of 

ideological divide that has resulted in wide-scale polarisation of the Indian people,35 seven 

years into his tenure.36 Scholars suggest that democracies are likelier to breakdown in 

environments of severe polarisation,37 because such polarisation divides people into rigid 

camps with irrevocable ideological differences,38 where one group pits its identity and 

mobilises against the so-called other.39 While part of that rhetoric is increasingly religious,40 

the Modi-led government has taken bold, legislative steps that oftentimes subvert democratic 

process to fulfill increasingly authoritarian goals.  

 

																																																								
33 Nazifa Alizada, Rowan Cole, Lisa Gastaldi and ors., ‘Autocratization Turns Viral: Democracy Report 2021’ 
(V-Dem Democracy Institute, University of Gothenburg) <https://www.v-dem.net/en/publications/democracy-
reports/> accessed 2 August 2021, at 20 
34 The Wire Staff, ‘India Is No Longer a Democracy but an 'Electoral Autocracy': Swedish Institute’ The Wire 
(New Delhi, 11 March 2021) < https://thewire.in/rights/india-no-longer-democracy-electoral-autocracy-v-dem-
institute-report-bjp-narendra-modi> accessed 2 August 2021 
35  Soutik Biswas, ‘How Narendra Modi has reinvented Indian Politics’ BBC News (24 May 2019) 
<https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-48293048> accessed 2 August 2021 
36 Niranjan Sahoo, ‘Mounting Majoritarianism and Political Polarization in India’ in Thomas Carothers, Andrew 
O’Donohue (eds) Political Polarization in South and Southeast Asia: Old Divisions, New Dangers (Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace 2020) 
37 Christopher Hare and Keith T. Poole ‘The Polarization of Contemporary American Politics.’ (2014) 46(3) 
The Journal of the  Northeastern Political Science Association 411 
38 Baldassari, Delia and Andres Gelman. ‘Partisans Without Constraint: Political Polarization and Trends in 
American Public Opinion’ (2008) 114 (2) American Journal of Sociology 
<https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/590649 > accessed 2 August 2021  
39 Jennifer McCoy, Tahmina Rahman, Murat Somer, ‘Polarization and the Global Crisis of Democracy: 
Common Patterns, Dynamics, and Pernicious Consequences for Democratic Polities’ (2018) 62 (1), American 
Behavioral Scientist 16 
40 Jeffrey Gettleman, Kai Schultz, Suhasini Raj and Hari Kumar, ‘Under Modi, a Hindu Nationalist Surge Has 
Further Divided India’ The New York Times (New Delhi, 4 April 2019) 
<https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/11/world/asia/modi-india-elections.html> accessed 2 August 2021 
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In December 2019, the Modi-led government introduced the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 

2019, (hereinafter “CAA”) which relaxed citizenship norms for persons belonging to six non-

Muslim religious minorities (Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and Christians) of three 

Muslim-majority countries neighboring India (Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan) who may 

have entered India illegally before 31 December 2014.41 Effectively the CAA acts as a 

religio-political sieve, to save the non-Muslim individuals who found themselves on the 

NRC, while rendering Muslims stateless.42  

 

Yet, many of these legislative exclusions have preceded the CAA. Five years before the 

CAA, in December 2014, long-term visas were granted to Pakistani Hindus, Sikhs, Christians 

and Buddhists, with no mention of Muslims, Jains and Parsis.43 Similarly, the penalties for 

overstaying visa permits in India were relaxed for Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and 

Christians from Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan, while the same penalties for Muslims 

were disproportionately exacerbated.44 Even in the thick of the COVID-19 pandemic, in 

April 2020, the government made amendments to its foreign direct investment laws, 

decreeing that investments from entities or individuals situated in countries which shared a 

land border with India (leaving Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar 

																																																								
41 The Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019, Section 2 
42 K. L. Daswani, ‘The Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019: A Crisis of Statelessness’ [2021] (forthcoming)  
43 Racheal Chitra and Partha Sinha, ‘Before CAA, String of Government Orders made it Impossible for Muslim 
Migrants to get Citizenship’ The Times of India (Bengaluru/Mumbai, 22 January 2020) 
<https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/before-caa-string-of-government-orders-made-it-impossible-for-
muslim-migrants-to-get-indian-citizenship/articleshow/73516606.cms> accessed 2 August 2021 
44 Suvodit Bagchi, ‘India’s New Visa Penalty Discriminates on Religious Lines, say Bangladesh Officials, The 
Hindu (Kolkata, 10 December 2019) <https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/change-in-visa-penalty-irks-
bangladesh/article30260941.ece> accessed 2 August 2021  
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and China as the most accessible options)45 could only be made subject to prior government 

approval.46  

 

A second long-standing point of ideological divide for the Modi-led government has been the 

state of Jammu and Kashmir, which functions with special autonomy under Indian rule. In 

2019, Modi enacted a series of constitutional somersaults to amend specific provisions of the 

Constitution of India 47 that ultimately allowed him to fully integrate Jammu and Kashmir 

into India, bringing it under the federalist oversight of the central government like all other 

states.48 Almost immediately after promulgating such an order, harsh curfews and a statewide 

lockdown was imposed on the region,49 in addition to arresting opposition leaders,50 shutting 

down telecommunications and the internet,51 and deploying military troops in Kashmir.52 An 

																																																								
45  Gaurav Dayal and ors, ‘Restrictions on FDI from Bordering Countries’ International Law Office (9 
September 2020), <https://www.internationallawoffice.com/Newsletters/Corporate-
FinanceMA/India/Lakshmikumaran-Sridharan/Restrictions-on-FDI-from-bordering-countries> accessed 2 
August 2021 
46 Department of Economic Affairs, Notification, F. No. 01/05/EM/2019-Part (1), on 22 April 2020, Ministry of 
Finance, Government of India, available at <https://egazette.nic.in/WriteReadData/2020/219107.pdf> last 
accessed 2 August 2021; Department of Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, Consolidated Foreign Direct 
Investment Policy Circular 2020, DPIIT File Number 5(2)/2020-FDI Policy, on 15 October 2020, Ministry of 
Finance, Government of India, available at <https://dipp.gov.in/sites/default/files/FDI-PolicyCircular-2020-
29October2020.pdf> accessed 2 August 2021; Department of Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, 
Consolidated Foreign Direct Investment Policy Circular 2017, D/o IPP F. No. 5(1)/2017-FC-1, on 28 August 
2017, Ministry of Finance, Government of India, at para 3.1.3 (a), available at 
<https://dipp.gov.in/sites/default/files/CFPC_2017_FINAL_RELEASED_28.8.17_1.pdf> accessed 2 August 
2021 
47  Gautam Bhatia and Vasudev Devadasan, ‘The Article 370 Amendments: Key Legal Issues’ Indian 
Constitutional Law and Philosophy (5 August 2021) <https://indconlawphil.wordpress.com/2019/08/05/the-
article-370-amendments-key-legal-issues/> accessed 2 August 2021 
48 ‘Article 370: What happened with Kashmir and why it matters’ BBC News (6 August 2019) 
<https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-49234708> accessed 2 August 2021 
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incensed citizenry across the nation took to protesting the plight of the people of Kashmir,53 

but without much effect.54 

 

2. Diluting Democracy: Legislative Measures to Foster Illiberalism  

 

Even before the onslaught of the COVID-19 pandemic in India, the Modi-led government 

had sown the legislative seeds for a highly polarised society, divided along several socio-

religious issues. With the COVID-19 pandemic, the autocratic imposition of several laws 

further incensed an already simmering section of the public. Known for its flippant data 

privacy infringements long before the pandemic necessitated contact-tracing,55 the Modi-led 

government sought to mandatorily impose its data-collecting app, the Aarogya Setu, on the 

Indian public,56 even as the country had no real data protection legislation in place to protect 

individuals against privacy violations.57 Nationwide furor broke out when the government’s 

pandemic response strategy left millions of migrant labourers and workers in a lurch,58 
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unable to go home to their villages from their workplaces in India’s major cities,59 as a 

consequence of repeated nationwide lockdowns. The Modi-led government turned a largely 

prejudiced eye towards free speech during the thick of the pandemic,60 imposing a severe 

possibility of imprisonment,61 and a firm bar on contrary reportage,62 without qualifying what 

fake news, or disinformation actually entailed.63  Another reason for mounting public ire was 

the acute shortage in food supply that disproportionately affected the lower socioeconomic 

strata of society during national lockdowns.64 All in all, Modi’s top-down autocratic handling 

of the COVID-19 pandemic,65 not only betrayed a subversion of democratic process,66 but 

also contributed to the large scale discontent brewing against him and his administration.67 

 

The Modi-led government has also used the pandemic as a guise to push for reform without 

due deliberation from the legislature. In September 2020, it rushed a spate of agrarian reform 
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bills through parliament,68 which effectively allowed farmers to sell outside the hitherto 

mandated produce markets or mandis, facilitated contract farming and lifted restrictions off 

of the storage of grains and foodstuffs.69 While the substantive effect of the farm bills has 

been found to be generally positive,70 the procedural impropriety with which they were 

enacted raises questions. Given India’s federalist structure,71 agriculture is a subject on which 

individual state governments are empowered to make laws72—it does not fall within the 

purview of the Modi-led central government. 73  Several scholars believe the Modi-led 

government has taken advantage of the legislative power shared between central and state 

governments in respect of trade and commerce in agriculture including the production, supply 

and distribution of foodstuffs,74 to promulgate the farm bills. While the implementation of the 

bills has been temporarily stayed, 75  the legislative failure to take into account the 

apprehensions of farming community, or involve them in meaningful discussion, has raised 

questions of democratic legitimacy.76 

 

3. A Rise in Violent Protests: From anti-CAA demonstrations to the Farmers Protests  
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Several of these legislative measures have been marked by fiery public demonstrations, 

dissenting against the erosion of the democratic process in India.77 Thousands took to protest 

in Kashmir,78 against the increasing autocracy of the Modi-led government, even as the 

region went into mandatory lockdown.79 While the rage over Kashmir did not translate into 

nationwide protests,80 fervent anti-CAA protests broke out shortly thereafter.81 Students read 

out sections of the Constitution;82 signed memoranda;83 and organised marches.84 Women felt 

the fear of being disenfranchised far more keenly than men, 85 given that in India, women 

across economic strata often do not possess the documents necessary to prove their 

citizenship.86 They wrote postcards and letters to the Prime Minister of India,87 and organised 
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sit-ins at historically significant sites.88 The anti-CAA brigade was met by an equally fervent 

pro-CAA brigade,89 highlighting the polarised politics in India, resulting in severe clashes 

that often turn violent.90 Stone pelting,91 injuries92 and deaths,93 erupted in several protest 

sites.  

 

Physical demonstrations and mass protests thinned when India went into national lockdown 

against the COVID-19 pandemic,94 until the contentious farm laws were promulgated in 

September 2020. Thousands of farmers participated in peaceful demonstrations against the 

legislations that summarily changed their entire livelihoods,95 without so much as consulting 

them in the course of democratic process.96 Farmers from the surrounding states of Punjab 

and Haryana,97 held tractor rallies during India’s Republic Day parade,98 and occupied large 
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roads in Delhi in protest.99 Not only were certain metro stations shut down, and internet 

blockages put into place,100 but also, several farmers were killed as violence erupted in 

protests that were largely designed to be peaceful.101 Given that these agrarian reforms may 

actually modernise India’s agricultural economy, 102  these protests highlight just how 

necessary democratic processes are in the implementation of new laws. Mass protests have 

been generally understood to be a significant threat to autocratic regimes,103 often because 

autocratic durability rests on how secure the people believe a given leader’s power really 

is.104 With democratic protests opposing the increasingly autocratic legislations the Modi-led 

government has sought to impose, the path to authoritarianism has been somewhat 

questioned.  

 

4. Quelling Dissent: Modi’s Crackdown on Democratic Protests  

 

The Modi-led government has not been tolerant of the upsurge in public demonstrations and 

criticism in the last two years. Internet bans have become rampant: mobile data and internet 

services were suspended in Assam following the promulgation of the CAA,105 and Kashmir 
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faced 18 long months without any internet connectivity.106 Police violence has become 

common: from lathi charges and beating up students at anti-CAA protests at the Jamia Millia 

Islamia University and the Aligarh Muslim University;107 to attacking peaceful farmers 

marches with tear gas.108 During the anti-CAA protests, police personnel have vandalized 

university property,109 preventing ambulances and medical support from treating injured 

protestors,110 and sexually harassing111 female Muslim students.112 The Modi-led government 

clamped down harder with the ongoing farmers protests, blocking publications and 

journalists from using social media to engage in online dissent.113 

 

From taking action against political cartoonists,114 to launching charges of sedition against 

activists and journalists,115 the Modi-government is keen to stamp out any dissent. Several 
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student activists, who participated in anti-CAA protests, were released on bail almost a year 

later.116 Even as lockdowns become the norm, there has been an enormous crackdown on 

social media.117 The newly amended Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and 

Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules, 2021, were promulgated to control the largely superfluous 

nature of social media.118 From dubious provisions relating to the traceability of originators 

of information,119 a matter that is currently under review before the Supreme Court of 

India,120 to the proposed proxy regulation of digital news media and OTT media platforms,121 

the rules are intrusive,122 unconstitutional,123 and vague enough to restrict free speech.124  

 

5. Increasing Illiberalism: Electoral Autocracy under the Cover of a Pandemic  

 

Even as India inches towards greater autocratic functioning under Modi’s rule, its courts have 

stood as a somewhat reliable bulwark against the largely populist national fervor that has 
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taken the country by grips. With due regard to the inherent complexities of any democracy,125 

newer democracies are likelier to be plagued by democratic erosion, poor functionality 

exacerbated by low quality political representation, accountability and capacity, and a stark 

absence of constitutional culture.126 Despite 74 years of democratic functioning, these 

symptoms certainly exist in India, leading to the Supreme Court’s expanding mandate of 

being a sort of ‘good governance’ court.127 While it is necessary for courts to play this role,128 

the courts are also compelled to preserve the rule of law and prevent democratic erosion, 

without clashing constantly with the executive.129  

 

Perhaps one aspect of increasing illiberalism in India, is the majoritisation of the judiciary, 

which is largely expected to be a counter-majoritarian institution. In India judges have largely 

been able to escape political repercussions due to constitutional structuring.130 With the 

incumbent government, the judiciary seems far more pliant and far less independent.131 In 

fact, constitutional courts are meant to serve as institutional barriers to majoritarian abuse,132 

to prevent the executive from consolidating into its focal centre, all state functions, from the 

economic to the military.133 And yet the path that the Supreme Court of India seems to have 
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increasingly chosen is that of judicial moderation, 134 at a time when it might just need to fall 

back on its activist roots. 135 What this path of judicial moderation may mean for India’s 

democracy in the future, only the political engagement of its citizens can determine.  

 

B. IN SEARCH OF DEMOCRACY: STRONGER CONSTITUTIONALISM FOR THAILAND 

  

One of the biggest recorded democratic regressions of the Asia Pacific region has been in 

Thailand.136 Although it upgraded from its previously held position as a ‘hybrid regime’ to a 

‘flawed democracy’ in 2019 following largely successful general elections, the tightening 

clamps on freedom of speech and association, coupled with the arbitrary dissolution of 

opposition political parties, has thrown the Thai democratic regime in turmoil.137 In February 

2020, the Thai Constitutional Court banned the second largest opposition party in the 

country, the Future Forward Party (hereinafter “FFP”), sparking nationwide protests.138 

 

1. Creating a Narrative: The Military Might of the Monarchy  

 

Thailand has been a constitutional monarchy, but has fallen to military coups at several points 

in the past.139 However, several scholars describe the Thai political order as a ‘network 

monarchy’ or a ‘deep state’, with the military having synonymized the monarchy with the 
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nation.140 Consequently defending the monarchy is an extension of defending the nation, 

which given is its inherent purpose, has assured the military its place in Thailand’s rigid 

hierarchy.141 Although the monarchy was formally abolished as early as 1932, 142 it continues 

to coexist with the Westminster parliamentary system with a bicameral legislature that was 

brought into force in 1946, and sustained in the 2017 Constitution of Thailand.143 This co-

existence reflects the existence of a volcanic constitution, propelled largely by the struggle 

between a multiplicity of constitutional ideas: while liberal democratic order fosters 

pluralism, the monarchy strives to constrain it.144 Thailand’s volcanic constitution indicates 

the conflict between different layers of constitutional authorities of equal weight, which if 

continued unabated would lead the entire system to a breaking point.145 And the breaking 

point it appears, has arrived in 2020, following a spate of increasingly autocratic measures at 

the hands of the country’s reigning monarch, King Maha Vajiralongkorn, and the Thai 

military.146 

 

Although the 2019 elections allowed for some democracy,147 they were by no means entirely 

free or fair. 148  Before the election, the military government introduced constitutional 

amendments to ensure the reservation of seats in the Upper House to military personnel; and 
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requiring the prime minister to be appointed jointly by both houses of parliament, giving the 

military considerable sway in choosing a prime ministerial candidate. 149 Similarly the 

government also amended the electoral rules,150 by replacing a mixed member majoritarian 

system with a mixed member proportional system.151 By making party-list seats under the 

new system mandatory, the military government sought to specifically hurt popular political 

parties who won a large number of constituency seats but were not granted any party-list 

seats.152 Even during the 2019 elections, there were allegations, though without evidence, of 

electoral irregularities like fake voter identification and ballot-stuffing.153 Consequently, 

many thought the elections had been brokered, and were not entirely democratic.154 

 

King Vajiralongkorn’s autocratic measures of the recent past too have contributed to rising 

ire against the monarchy.155 In 2016, he reorganized the Privy Council,156 which functioned 

as an advisory body in the network monarchy of Thailand, replacing serving councilors with 

his own confidants.157 He amended the Constitution of Thailand,158 to permit himself to 

continue residing in Germany without having to appoint a regent (usually the president of the 
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Privy Council) to oversee royal affairs in Thailand.159 In 2018, he transferred assets of the 

Crown Property Bureau into his sole custody;160 and in 2019, he placed two army units under 

his direct command, 161  thereby mobilizing his political power. King Vajiralongkorn 

handpicked not only the Chief of Army,162 but also the Deputy Secretary of the Royal Palace 

and the Deputy of the Crown Property Bureau from his supporters.163 These measures have 

the cumulative effect of ensuring that the monarchy holds more power than it did in 1932, 

built specifically around the military’s capacity for repression.164 

 

2. Diluting Democracy: Triggering the Pro-Democracy Protests of 2020  

 

Despite the growing authoritarianism in Thailand since King Vajiralongkorn claimed the 

throne, the 2020 protests culminated as a consequence of two major events. Thailand 

cemented its reputation as a ‘deep state’,165 when its Constitutional Court disbanded the FFP, 

an opposition party that offered a progressive counter-agenda to the military’s autocratic 

might and resonated with Thai youth, and many of its first-time voters.166 Despite being a 
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new entrant into the Thai political arena, the FFP polled third in the 2019 elections.167 The 

Constitutional Court found a loan furthered to the FFP by its leader,168 billionaire Thanathorn 

Juangroongruangkit, was in fact an illegal donation that contravened the national laws.169 

Unsurprisingly, Juangroongruangkit faced charges of sedition in 2019.170 

 

Interestingly enough, the judiciary is complicit in furthering the might of the monarchy:171 

during the political impasse in the wake of the 2006 elections, on the direction of the then-

monarch, the Supreme Court nullified an earlier election where a pro-democracy candidate 

had commanded the popular vote by a significant margin.172 Scholars have observed that 

because courts are granted the presumptive legitimacy of institutions acting legally rather 

than politically, autocratic regimes attempt to play off that presumptive legitimacy in order to 

blunt domestic and international opposition to authoritarian actions. 173  

 

The second event that triggered the 2020 protests was the apparent disappearance of the 

political satirist, Wanchalearm Satsaksit, who had retreated to Cambodia in 2014.174 While 
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this evoked national outrage,175 several exiled dissidents have met with the same fate in the 

recent past.176 While this ties in with the monarchy’s crackdown on dissent and free speech, it 

has become an increasingly frequent phenomenon in the Asia Pacific.177 

 

3. A Rise in Non-Violent Protests: The Power of the People  

 

When the protests initially began in July 2020, three key demands were made: the dissolution 

of the existing parliament and the holding of fresh elections; key democratic reforms in the 

constitution; and investigations into the abductions and killings of Thai dissidents 

overseas.178 Soon after, the protests coalesced to present an organised ten-point agenda, 

which included among others, the revocation of the transfer of crown assets into King 

Vajiralongkorn’s possession and the recall of the army units deployed under his command.179 

By calling for reduced revenue on the monarchy and the cessation of monarchic propaganda, 

the people sought to curtail the seemingly limitless power of the King.180 

 

The protests themselves organised in a three-pronged manner: in July 2020, university groups 

came together under the banner of “Free Youth” to stage protests; by August 2020, these 

groups widened to include artists, social workers, people from the LGBTQIA+ community, 
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labourers among others under the banner of “Free People” and; by mid-October 2020, both 

these groups merged into the People’s Party. 181 Spurred on by decentralized and virtual 

advantages, the 2020 protests have co-opted several elements of pop culture to escape 

increasingly stringent anti-freedom laws. 182  From high-schoolers running around like 

hamsters from the Japanese manga Hamtaro,183 to dressing up as characters from the Harry 

Potter franchise,184 the Thai protests have been increasingly integrated with their democratic 

goals. Unlike the violent and divisive protests of 2006 and 2014, 185  not only were 

peacekeepers specifically appointed at the 2020 protests, but also protestors themselves used 

an array of non-violent methods, deftly managing any potential clashes with the police.186  

 

Much of the public dissent has also occurred digitally:187 while physical spaces for protest are 

almost always government controlled, digital spaces redistribute those power dynamics, as 

they are ultimately controlled by third parties like international technology companies.188 

Consequently digital activism has helped take the Thai pro-democracy protests to the world.  

 

4. Quelling Dissent: The Monarchy’s Attempts to Silence its Citizens 
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Despite the creativity and non-violence of the pro-democracy protests, the military 

government has met protestors with force: water cannons laced with toxic agents, tear gas, 

and rubber bullets are a few methods of violent state-retaliation.189 The military government 

uses a plethora of draconian laws to keep protestors in check: sedition,190 defamation,191 the 

Emergency Decree imposed in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic,192 and martial law 

imposed after the military coup of 2014,193 to name a few.  

 

Although protestors have claimed that protesting for the monarchy to behave constitutionally 

is not illegal,194 there is widespread rage against Thailand’s lèse-majesté laws. The lèse-

majesté laws forbid insults against certain members of the royal family, with detractors 

facing up to 15 years of imprisonment for violations.195 Although the law was discontinued in 

2017,196 it was brought back in 2020, as a legislative weapon against protestors critical of the 

monarchy.197 Similarly the Computer Crime Act,198 bars individuals from criticizing certain 
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institutions, including those covered under the lèse-majesté, in addition to criminalizing fake 

news and misinformation.199  

 

5. Increasing Illiberalism: Thailand as a Flawed Democracy 

 

Samuel Issacharoff has observed that democratic uncertainty results from four institutional 

challenges to the liberal democratic constitutional order: the accelerated decline of political 

parties, a paralysis of the legislature; a loss of social cohesion and a decline in state 

competence.200 In Thailand, weakening political parties are unable to stand up to the 

collective might of the military and the monarchy, even as public protests rage in the 

streets. 201  With the monarchy rolling about constitutional amendments and legislative 

changes to suit its fancy, the legislative arena, which theoretically is the clearest arena for 

democratic deliberation, 202  is severely compromised. As scholarship tends to show, 

legislations that are democratically deliberated upon, are considered to be legitimate, because 

they are produced by a procedure that tends to yield correct decisions.203 In Thailand, not 

only is this legislative deliberation compromised but also, the possibility of strong judicial 

intervention does not exist. Consequently, it is up to the citizenry and the quality of their 

political engagement to salvage what is left of a nascent democratic order.  

 

IV. THE SURVIVAL OF DEMOCRATIC RULE IN HYBRID REGIMES: A STUDY OF HONG KONG AND 

NEPAL 
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The Democracy Index 2020 identifies 35 countries of 167 as hybrid regimes, which are set 

apart by a series of characteristics that are coming increasingly apparent in the Asia Pacific 

region.204 These are: dwindling rule of law, a typically weakened form of civil society, 

widespread corruption, tremendous governmental pressure on opposition or other political 

parties, irregular elections, limited journalistic freedom and a judiciary that is not 

independent from the power of the incumbent government. 205  A hybrid regime is a 

nondemocratic regime that contains both democratic and authoritarian characteristics.206 In 

the past few years, these countries have undergone a considerable subversion of democratic 

processes, triggering counterclaims for the very survival of democratic rule that their 

increasingly authoritarian governments seek to subvert.  

 

A. DEMOCRACY ON A DEADLINE: HONG KONG AFTER 2047 

 

In 2020 Hong Kong was relegated to a hybrid regime, from its earlier position as a flawed 

democracy in the 2019 Democracy Index.207 Scholars have identified two sources of this 

hybridity: first, the evolving relationship between the central government in Beijing and the 

semi-autonomous government of Hong Kong; and second, is the co-existence of civil 
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liberties demanded by a proactive citizenry with executive domination encouraged from 

China.208  

 

The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (“HKSAR”) is considered a highly 

developed common law system existing within the authoritarian civil law system of China, 

which also displays so-called socialist characteristics.209 The defining feature of China’s 

unique brand of socialism is the monopoly of political and constitutional power wielded by 

the Chinese Communist Party, and since unification, scholars have increasingly perceived 

China to have dragged Hong Kong towards their own brand of authoritarianism.210 Benny 

Tai, an authority on constitutional law in Hong Kong and the propagator of the Occupy 

Central with Love and Peace protests in 2014, espoused the idea that the appropriate litmus 

test for either authoritarianism or democracy is in the nature of the electoral process itself, i.e. 

whether there is a real chance for the opposition to be in power.211 In the course of this 

section, it becomes increasingly apparent how Hong Kong fares on said litmus test: with little 

to no criticism tolerated against the Chinese Communist Party, members of opposition are 

disallowed from standing for elections and proponents of Hong Kong independence are 

silenced entirely.  

 

1. Creating a Narrative: A History of Protests in Hong Kong 
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As early as 1968, Richard Hughes argued that it was the British who introduced a system of 

fundamental authoritarian legality into HKSAR, which continued long after its handover to 

China in July 1997.212 Per the tradition that all private land in Hong Kong is held under long-

term leases granted by the government,213 Britain itself held most parts of Hong Kong on a 

ninety-nine year lease from China that expired on 30 June 1997.214 The uncertainty over the 

question of land leases, which formed part of the Sino-British negotiation process, created a 

deadlock of sorts, eventually culminating in the Joint Declaration of 1984, which among 

other issues, permitted Britain to extend and renew land leases falling beyond 30 June 1997, 

provided their expiration date fell no later than 30 June 2047.215  

 

As the People’s Republic of China gained international recognition,216 and a legitimate seat 

in the United Nations,217 they pursued a policy of unification with respect to Taiwan, Macau 

and Hong Kong.218 The ‘One Country, Two Systems’ policy was originally intended for 

Taiwan, but was first implemented in Hong Kong.219 This came to be enshrined in the Basic 

Law, which promises that the socialist system will not be practiced in the HKSAR, and that 

the previous capitalist system and way of life shall remain unchanged for 50 years.220 The 
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Basic Law effectively serves as the de facto constitutional document of the HKSAR. Coupled 

with the expiration date of the British land leases, it lends an almost apocalyptic importance 

to 30 June 2047, after which the very fabric of democracy in the HKSAR hangs in balance.  

 

The first organized large-scale protest in post-handover Hong Kong occurred in 2003, when 

citizens came together to protest the imposition of a national security law.221 Not only did 

democratic dissent prevent the government from forging ahead with the legislation,222 but 

also it began a tradition of democratic protest,223 creating new political groups and alternative 

media.224 In 2013, legal scholar Benny Tai proposed peacefully occupying the main streets in 

the city’s financial district, Central, to force the government to concede to greater democratic 

reform.225 The Occupy Central protest, as it came to be known, was met with state force right 

at the outset, spurring the creation of the much larger Umbrella Movement of 2014.226 

Eventually however, by employing the strategy of attrition, the government allowed the 

inconveniences of the occupation to accumulate, bringing the movement to a natural end.227 

In fact, the occupation was declared to be a tortious act of public nuisance, when a minibus 

management company brought legal action against protestors who had occupied the public 

highways.228 Ultimately, the nine ringleaders of the Umbrella Movement were found guilty 
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of conspiracy, incitement to commit public nuisance and incitement to incite public 

nuisance.229 

 

2. Diluting Democracy: Introducing the Extradition Bill, 2019  

 

The 2019 protests in Hong Kong exemplify what Dworkin termed the ‘paradox of civil 

society’230 which indicated the dilemma a so-called liberal state faced in justifying coercion 

against its subjects who themselves were morally autonomous.231 An immediate objection 

here is the fact that Hong Kong is not by any qualification a liberal state.232 However scholars 

attest that Hong Kong has a sufficiently high form of autonomy that for the purposes of 

governance, allow it to operate as the single autonomous government of the HKSAR, making 

legitimate claims that require obedience to its laws similar to that of a democratic liberal 

regime.233 Legitimacy here signifies the moral authority of a state or regime to generate 

obligations on morally autonomous subjects, including obligations to obey laws.234 Every 

legitimacy claim therefore comprises three elements: first, a constitutional moral axiom 

claimed by the state; second, a posited law that is allegedly consistent with such 

constitutional moral axiom; and third, a requirement for obedience with said law.235  
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Consider this in the context of the amendments to the Fugitive Offenders and Mutual Legal 

Assistance in Criminal Matters Legislation (Amendment) Bill, 2019 (hereinafter “extradition 

bill”), which sought to introduce a special surrender arrangement designed to do away with 

the restrictions against extraditing suspects from HKSAR to mainland China.236 Considering 

the poor quality of human rights in mainland China, coupled with the fact that China 

followed an entirely different criminal system than judicially-independent HKSAR, 

protestors saw this as a direct affront to the liberal democratic regime of HKSAR. 

Effectively, the extradition bill represents a failed legitimacy claim, and could not command 

the obedience of law that it should have been able to.237 The Chief Executive of HKSAR 

attempted to justify the extradition bill on grounds of regional autonomy and preservation of 

the rule of law in certain criminal cases,238 which did not align with the constitutional moral 

axioms of the Basic Law. The extradition bill failed not only because it was promulgated 

without a satisfactory democratic mandate,239 but also because its claim to obedience relied 

on the underlying illiberal and non-democratic governance and political supremacy of 

China. 240  Consequently, even after the extradition bill was withdrawn, 241  the protests 
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continued to flourish as a wider counterclaim to the perceived legitimacy failure of the Chief 

Executive and the administration of the HKSAR.242 

 

3. The Rise in Violent Protests: Police-Protestor Clashes beyond the Extradition Bill 

 

The Civil Human Rights Front organised several protests against the extradition bill in early 

2019, without protestor turnout going as high as one million citizens before the second 

reading of the extradition bill.243 One such organized protest, on 1 June 2019, turned militant 

as protestors stormed and vandalised the administrative building of the Legislative Council, 

and issued a five-demand manifesto that included among other issues, withdrawing the 

extradition bill, investigating into police abuse of power, and implementing popular elections 

for the entire Legislative Council, including elections for the seat of the Chief Executive.244 

These protests were met with fierce police violence, including tear gas and rubber bullets.245 

On 21 July 2019, while thousands protested peacefully, certain violent elements, dressed in 

white shirts attacked citizens leaving the rally at Yeun Long Station.246 Spurred on by the 

police ferocity against protestors, and clamouring for greater democratic reform, protests 

continued even after the extradition bill was withdrawn on 4 September 2019. A local survey 
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found that 75.7% of respondents believed the withdrawal of the extradition bill to be 

insufficient in the broader context of preserving the democratic functioning of the HKSAR.247  

 

The protests also continued partly to express dissatisfaction with the police’s handling of the 

protestors.248 The government reacted to protests by cancelling celebratory activities for 

National Day on 1 October 2019, sparking further protests.249 On 4 October 2019, the Chief 

Executive announced the Prohibition on Face Covering Regulation, a bill that banned people 

from covering their faces in public meetings, processions regulated under the Public Order 

Ordinance and unlawful assemblies like riots, as the anti-extradition bill protests were 

characterized.250 This prevented citizens from protesting anonymously, allowing a greater 

crackdown on individual protestors.251 

 

As increasingly radicalized forms of protest began to take root, HKSAR recorded the highest 

voter turnout during its District Council elections on 24 November 2019 252—considered to 

be a de facto referendum on the ongoing pro-democracy movement253—with democrats 

winning control of 17 of the HKSAR’s 18 District Councils by gaining over 340 of the 452 
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seats.254 Scholars have found experiential education of this nature to be most effective in 

fostering civic engagement,255 and in creating a democratic call for universal suffrage in the 

HKSAR.256  

 

4. Quelling Dissent: Bringing in the National Security Law, 2020  

 

The HKSAR administration clamped down on the growing protests by promulgating the 

National Security Law (hereinafter “NSL”), emboldened by the Chinese Communist Party 

administration in mainland China, which could not tolerate acts of potential secession, 

subversion, terrorism and/or collusion with foreign powers, all of which are considered 

offences under the NSL.257 The enactment of the NSL, which the people have resisted since 

2003,258 is a significant blow to the democratic integrity of the region. The NSL has created 

an entirely new office, called the Office for Safeguarding National Security of the Central 

People’s Government in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, which functions outside 

the jurisdiction of the HKSAR. It exercises exclusive jurisdiction over cases concerning 

national security if their complexity is due to the involvement of a foreign country or other 

external elements, if the HKSAR administration is unable to effectively enforce the NSL or if 
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a major and imminent threat to national security has occurred.259 Not only are the provisions 

of the NSL suspiciously ambiguous in their construction, 260  with the right of final 

interpretation resting with the National People’s Congress Standing Committee in Beijing,261 

but also, decisions taken under the NSL are not subject to judicial review by courts of the 

HKSAR.262 The NSL seeks to punish those demanding independence for HKSAR, and those 

protestors who have committed violent actions.263 However it also precludes people from 

protesting nonviolently and criticising the Chinese Communist Party, both of which have 

hitherto been permitted in the HKSAR.  

 

While the NSL effectively appears to be a draconian gag order, it is not necessarily 

unconstitutional: Article 23 of the Basic Law itself requires the HKSAR to enact laws on 

treason, secession, sedition, subversion, and the protection of state secrets.264 Although this 

clashes with guarantee of freedoms under both the Basic Law and the Joint Declaration of 

1984,265 the HKSAR would not be very different from most liberal democracies of the world 

who also have stringent national security laws even while protecting individual freedoms.266 
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There are very real consequences, for institutions and individuals alike, who choose to 

oppose the Chinese Communist Party and by extension, the Central People’s Government in 

China. For example, the Court of First Instance of the HKSAR had originally found the 

Prohibition on Face Covering Regulation unconstitutional, 267 following which the National 

People’s Congress Standing Committee in Beijing immediately issued a non-binding 

statement threatening to remove constitutional review powers from judges in the HKSAR.268 

Ultimately, the Prohibition on Face Covering Regulation was declared constitutional before 

the Court of Final Appeal, the highest court of the HKSAR judicial system.269 

 

5. Increasing Illiberalism: The Puzzling Question of Hong Kong after 2047 

 

The future of democracy in Hong Kong, rests on what is likely to happen of Article 5 of the 

Basic Law, and of the ‘One Country, Two Systems’ doctrine after 30 June 2047. Some 

scholars consider it a transitory arrangement with an expiry date,270 designed to ease 

HKSAR’s reintegration into China, after which it is to be treated as any other part of the 

country.271 Benny Tai, on the other hand, considers it viable for the constitutional game of 

HKSAR to continue under the Basic Law even after 2047.272 While some scholars believe 

2047 will bring an end to the Basic Law itself,273 others believe that the crux is to determine 
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whether the end goal is to retain two equally thriving but different systems, or to assimilate 

Hong Kong into mainland China.274 

 

Even as the debate around the NSL and the Article 23 controversy rages, scholars find it to be 

in keeping with the ‘One Country, Two Systems’ doctrine.275 Doreen Weisenhaus had made 

the fundamental argument that any legislation brought under Article 23 would serve to 

determine whether the ‘two systems’ model can really protect ‘one country’.276 Considering 

that since the 2003 protests, China has steadily adopted a policy that focuses on ‘one country’ 

instead of ‘two systems’,277 the newly enacted NSL is simply an instance of the proverbial 

chicken coming home to roost. What is interesting is that even as illiberalism flourishes in the 

HKSAR, the very legislations that are used to exert China’s authoritarianism—the NSL, the 

Prohibition on Face Covering Regulation, the Public Order Ordinance and even the Basic 

Law to a certain extent—are instruments of democracy created with due process.  

 

B. CAPTURING DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS: A CLASH OF REGIMES IN NEPAL   

 

The Democracy Index 2020 identifies Nepal as a hybrid regime, as a consequence of both the 

democratic and authoritarian elements that are interspersed in its governance.278 Nepal has 

continued as a hybrid regime since 2016, as a consequence of the dwindling trust in public 
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institutions and elected public officials.279 But the real challenge to Nepal’s hybridity came in 

December 2020, when its incumbent Prime Minister, Khadga Prasad Sharma Oli, 

unilaterally, and unconstitutionally, dissolved its Parliament and then moved to capture key 

constitutional bodies that foster the democratic functioning of the government. 280 

Consequently, anti-government protests have erupted in Nepal, calling for the resignation of 

the Prime Minister.281 Politically, the ruling party, the Communist Party of Nepal, has been 

split into its two original factions—the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist (hereinafter “CPN-

M”) and the Communist Party of Nepal-United Marxist Leninist (hereinafter “CPN-

UML”)—and is struggling to win the support of an incensed public.282 The objective of such 

dissolution appears to be to force fresh elections, as infighting motivated Oli to seek a more 

popular mandate.283 Reverberating with one of the most intense sets of protests Nepal has 

seen since it ceased to be a constitutional monarchy, its reliance on democratic processes 

plays out very differently in 2021.  

 

1. Creating a Narrative: Nepal’s History of Political Instability and Regime Changes  

 

At different points in time, Nepal has experienced a multitude of political orders before it 

democratized for its people. The rule of the last monarchical family, the Shah Hindu 

monarchy, began in 1769 and continued until 2008, when the Interim Constitution of Nepal 
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was formally adopted.284 Although the first democratic elections were held in 1959, the 

elected government lasted only eighteen months, falling to a royal coup d’etat.285 The 

establishment of a panchayat system without political parties, constitutionalized the power of 

the ruling monarch.286 Taxed with the panchayat system, a nationwide protest led to the 

adoption of multiparty elections, and the creation of a constitutional monarchy in 1991.287 

But while Nepal had begun to democratize, much of the power was held by the landed 

classes: data at the time suggests that while 72% of the population lived below the poverty 

line, close to 50% of national income was controlled by 10% of the population. 288 

Consequently, communist forces came to power to oppose the entrenched structure of the 

state by demanding single party communist rule. 289  The Communist Party of Nepal 

eventually ended the civil war in 2006 by integrating Maoist insurgents into its fore,290 and 

brought forth the Interim Constitution of Nepal.291 The Constituent Assembly was formed in 
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2008, proportionally representing not just the landed classes but also the marginalized 

communities, to create a constitution for modern Nepal.292 

 

Modern day constitution making is particularly challenging—in its 68 years of constitutional 

development, Nepal has had 7 different constitutions.293 As a political process, constitution-

making requires a special body, a constituent assembly with proper representation, and a 

specific mandate to argue, debate and draft the constitution.294 Even with all of these factors 

largely in place, the Constituent Assembly of Nepal struggled to create consensus between 

the major political parties as to what a constitutional document for Nepal should include.295 

Although the Interim Constitution was extended four times, the term of the Constituent 

Assembly expired in 2012, without much success.296 Interestingly while the judiciary as a 

typically counter-majoritarian institution, is removed from the constitution-making process, 

in entertaining a challenge to the Interim constitution, the Supreme Court of Nepal found that 

the consecutive extensions violated the commitment to periodic elections as set out in the 

preamble, and declared them ipso facto void.297 This catalysed fresh elections, under the 

supervision of a new government constituted under the chairmanship of the Chief Justice of 

the Supreme Court of Nepal,298 for the Second Constituent Assembly, which was eventually 

adopted.299  
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2. Diluting Democracy: How to Dissolve a Parliament  

 

In 2018 legal scholars Aziz Huq and Tom Ginsburg coined the term ‘constitutional 

retrogression’ to denote an incremental but ultimately substantial decay in three basic 

predicates of democracy i.e. competitive elections, liberal rights to speech and association, 

and adjudicative and administrative rule of law necessary for democracy to thrive.300 Huq and 

Ginsburg explain that retrogression effectively risks a larger shift towards an illiberal 

democracy,301 or even towards an uncompetitive, one-party democratic system.302 Nepal’s 

dilution of democracy has occurred progressively since democratic elections were first 

conducted in 2017.  

 

The CPN-M and the CPN-UML campaigned together for the 2017 elections, winning close to 

two-thirds of the seats in Parliament.303 With Oli headed the CPN-UML faction while Pushpa 

Kamal Dahal headed the CPN-M faction, both agreed to share chairmanship of the CPN, and 

rotate terms of prime ministership.304 Since 2017, Oli has taken steps to consolidate power 

into his own hands in an increasingly authoritarian manner.  

 

Oli assigned the Prime Minister’s office wide-ranging powers which earlier belonged to other 

ministries: it took over corruption control from the Ministry of Women, Children and Social 
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Welfare; controlled the National Investigation Department, the Department of Revenue 

Investigation and the Department of Money Laundering Investigation and sought to direct, 

control and conduct Nepal’s governance system.305 Given its increasing intolerance against 

journalistic free speech,306 the government put forth three pieces of legislation negatively 

impacting the media, with a view to curb dissent and criticism.307 While the Electronic 

Transactions Act, 2006, was used to detain journalists and others who chose to criticize the 

government, the Information Technology Bill, 2019,  allowed the government to arbitrarily 

censor material online and impose harsh punishments on those who fell within its vaguely 

worded provisions.308  

 

Like many world leaders who sought the cover of the COVID-19 pandemic to further their 

own authoritarian goals,309 Oli promulgated two ordinances in rapid succession at the start of 

the pandemic, amending the Political Parties Act, 2017.310 For a political party to split, it 

hitherto required a minimum 40% consensus from both the parliamentary party and the party 

central committee—however, after the amendment it required only a 40% consensus from 
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either of the two, thereby relaxing the norms for a party split.311 In the face of severe 

criticism, the government quietly withdrew both ordinances, sans consultation.312 However, 

the increasing call for his resignation,313 led to Oli preemptively dissolving the parliament 

with fresh elections scheduled for early 2021.314 Nonetheless, Oli did not win the trust vote of 

the lower house, losing his position of elected Prime Minister and assuming the capacity of a 

caretaker Prime Minister until the next set of elections.315  

 

3. The Rise in Violent Protests: When Democracy fails to Work  

 

Even as the COVID-19 pandemic continues to ravage Nepal,316 an incensed citizenry has 

taken to the streets in violation of pandemic precautions to register their ire against Oli and 

his government.317 From former prime ministers of the country who took to mass rallies,318 to 
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student led demonstrations,319 Oli’s move to dissolve parliament and force fresh elections has 

generally been decried as unconstitutional. Given Nepal’s history with a host of political 

regimes, much of these demonstrations have been politically motivated: the students protests, 

for instance have largely been organized by the student wing of the CPN-M.320 Nepal’s right 

wing parties, in consonance with pro-monarchy groups, have their own political goals to 

fulfill by protesting.321 The political uncertainty of Oli’s move has also given pro-Hindu and 

pro-monarchy groups the chance to mobilise for the restoration of the monarchy and the 

establishment of a Hindu Rashtra.322 

 

Unlike in other protest movements in other countries that this paper considers, the 

preservation of democracy is not the ultimate focus of the protests. The focus, as it were, 

differs as political inclinations change. Not only has Nepal’s fledgling democracy suffered 

from geopolitical tensions with India and China,323 (tensions that have sparked protests of 

their own),324 but also from the government’s mishandling of the COVID-19 crisis that has 

plagued Nepal.325 With growing discontent over government inefficiency and a general 

feeling that the pandemic response has been mishandled,326 the future of democracy looks 
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uncertain. While Nepal’s democratic transition has been regarded as an unfinished project, 

the impending elections might simply prove to be an inroad back to Nepal’s politically 

unstable part. 327    

 

4. Increasing Illiberalism: The Future of Nepal  

 

In 2021, Oli’s attempt to dissolve the parliament in December 2020 was declared to be 

unconstitutional by the Supreme Court of Nepal.328 While the dissolution of the parliament 

has its own murky precedent in Nepal,329 even as early as 1990, the Supreme Court of Nepal 

reinstated the parliament, cautioning against the circumvention of parliamentary process by 

the summary dissolution of an elected government.330 According to Article 76 of the 

Constitution of Nepal, 2015, the parliament may only be dissolved upon the Prime Minister’s 

recommendation, when the President has exhausted all efforts to form a government either 

by the leader of the party commanding majority, or by the leader of a coalition of parties, 

or by the leader of the single largest party or by ‘any member’ with the potential to 

command majority.331 To that extent, the Court found that the ability to dissolve the 

parliament was not a prerogative right that vested in the Prime Minister, to be exercised to 

settle intra-party disputes.332 
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While the courts have been heralded as the last standing bulwark between authoritarianism 

and Nepal’s fragile democracy,333 Oli once again sought to have the House of Representatives 

dissolved in May 2021 after failing to be re-appointed as Prime Minister.334 This has created 

a certain constitutional dithering between the government and the courts. Ultimately, the 

Supreme Court of Nepal, reinstated the dissolved House of Representatives, even as Nepal 

prepares to go into early elections by the end of 2021.335 

 

Given this kind of vacillation, Nepal’s ability to conform to the criteria of a liberal 

constitutional democracy is under severe threat. Every liberal constitutional democracy 

possesses key identifiable traits: a democratic electoral system that fosters periodic, free and 

fair elections; sufficiently liberal rights to speech and association and a demonstrable rule of 

law practiced by its legal institutions.336 Even in the context of constitutional retrogression, 

Oli’s attempts at curbing free speech and association, or by passing ordinances meddling with 

the checks and balances envisaged by a democratic system, are acts that trigger democratic 

backsliding. After all one way of identifying such backsliding, as scholars suggest, is by the 

decay of liberal democratic institutions into fluid and ill-defined arrangements,337 much like 

those Oli has attempted to precipitate.  

 

V. THE SCALES HAVE TIPPED TO AUTHORITARIANISM: A FIGHTING CHANCE FOR DEMOCRACY 

IN AFGHANISTAN AND MYANMAR  
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The Democracy Index 2020 identifies 57 countries as being under authoritarian leadership, 

with Asia Pacific region, accounting for 7 such regimes.338 Authoritarian regimes are 

characterized as regimes where political pluralism is conspicuously absent. While many are 

outright dictatorships, even where formal institutions of democracy exist, they are used to 

manipulate the citizenry to suit the authoritarian incumbent. As a result, elections are 

engineered, civil liberties restricted, the media is generally muzzled and a state-controlled 

press takes centre-stage where any criticism of the incumbent is suppressed and there exist 

little to no check and balances on the incumbents.339 These countries do display some level of 

democratic choice, having experienced some form of constitutional democracy in the past, 

and oppose the authoritarian regimes that have taken over.  

 

A. IN PURSUIT OF PEACE: RE-CONSIDERING DEMOCRACY IN AFGHANISTAN340 

 

Afghanistan, an authoritarian regime, was one of the lowest ranking countries in the 2020 

Democracy Index,341 in the Asia Pacific, ranking just above entirely totalitarian regimes like 

China and North Korea. Afghanistan’s tryst with democracy began in 1963 when its then-

monarch brought forth a constitution that guaranteed his people social and civil freedoms 

while simultaneously limiting the influence of the ruling family.342 From 1923 to 2004, 

Afghanistan saw a series of constitutions attempt to govern the country with varying levels of 
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success.343 Officially declared a democracy in 1978,344 Afghanistan has had a bloody and 

violent history with war and insurgency.345 Public protests for social justice, therefore, have 

been rare in Afghanistan,346 but the demonstrations that followed its 2019 presidential 

election question the very plausibility of democracy as a form of functional governance, 

especially in light of the impending end of United States’ war against the Taliban in 

Afghanistan.347  

 

1. Creating a Narrative: The Stronghold of Traditional Political Institutions in Afghanistan  

 

Afghanistan has been described as a country where no one rules, but many fight.348 Bernard 

Fall notably observed that a country was subverted not when it was out-fought by insurgent 

forces, but in fact when it was out-administered.349 The counterinsurgency in Afghanistan 

consequently, is in part a competition for government with both the government of 

Afghanistan as the state, and the Taliban, as the insurgent power trying to mobilise and 

control the population.350 The winning ticket rests with the group that can establish a more 

resilient system of control that gives the people security and ultimately wins their favour.351 

Some scholars hypothesize that the Taliban is able to provide some security because it is able 

to out-govern the state at a grassroots level by establishing a functional ombudsman system 
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of sorts and by adhering to their own internal code of conduct called the layeha, that the local 

population is both aware of and can rely upon.352 

 

However, the fundamental question for the survival of a democratic Afghanistan comes from 

its own political institutions. Afghanistan has long operated with a duality of regimes: a 

formal legal system that is largely inaccessible in rural areas and generally regarded as elitist 

and corrupt;353 and a customary traditional system, known as the pashtunwalli,354 that has 

survived despite war, a centralized legal system, communist opposition, mujahideen 

resistance and in 2011, the Taliban’s attempt to introduce religious Shari’a courts.355 The 

existence of the pashtunwalli and other traditional political institutions effectively undermine 

the legitimacy of state-based law in Afganistan.356 Traditional political institutions are 

effectively those whose legitimacy is based on their association with customary modes of 

governing a community.357 Although there is little scope for electoral accountability for such 

institutions,358 not only do traditional and democratic institutions frequently co-exist, but also 

traditional institutions are likely to have constitutional recognition in democracies.359 In 

Afghanistan, the trouble is with the possibility of such co-existence. For the Taliban, liberal 
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and democratic values are often anti-Islamic.360 They view the 2004 Constitution as produced 

in the shadow of the B-52 warplanes,361 in context of America’s role in Afghanistan’s civil 

war, and have frequently put changes to the Constitution at the forefront of prospective peace 

talks.362 The 2004 Constitution establishes a parliamentary system with a democratically 

elected president as the head of state. The draft constitution laid forth by the Taliban, on the 

other hand, envisions Afghanistan as an Islamic Emirate under the leadership of the self-

designated Amir al-Mominin.363 

 

2. Diluting Democracy: The Illusion of Free and Fair Elections  

 

The lynchpin in Afghanistan’s political future has been the democratic backsliding evident 

during the 2018 parliamentary elections, and the 2019 presidential election. Elections play 

out differently in democracies viz. authoritarian regimes: in democracies, elections signify 

political choice and the transfer of political responsibilities whereas in authoritarian regimes, 

elections are fronts for elite management, distribution of patronage and regime 

legitimation.364 At the outset, records suggest that the Afghani people support a democratic 
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political system.365 In a 2020 survey on intra-Afghan peace talks between the government of 

Afghanistan and the Taliban, an overwhelming 70% of respondents preferred a republic 

system as opposed to a slim 7% who preferred an Islamic Emirate.366 

 

Although the 2004 Constitution and the first presidential election that followed, cemented the 

idea that democratic and formalized elections should be the mainstay of distributing political 

power in Afghanistan, the highly centralized presidential election is a high-stakes, winner-

takes-all system that is often manipulated and distorted to suit political elites.367 When neither 

of the two candidates managed to secure the 50% majority requirement in the first round of 

the 2014 presidential election, a second-round runoff election decisively declared Ashraf 

Ghani as the presidential choice of the people. His political rival, Abdullah Abdullah disputed 

the outcome on grounds of electoral fraud,368 and the matter was ultimately resolved through 

the creation of a power-sharing agreement with Ghani as president and Abdullah in a newly 

created extra-constitutional chief executive capacity. A compelling similarity occurred in the 

2019 presidential election, which was riddled with its own set of discrepancies, when Ghani 

was elected to a second term by a slim margin of 0.64% above the 50% requirement.369 

Abdullah, trailing behind with 39.5% of the final vote, attempted to hold a parallel 

inauguration ceremony.370 Abdullah conceded to the outcome of the election only once he 
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was appointed to head the High Council for National Reconciliation newly created to handle 

peace talks with the Taliban. 371  The observation that the 2014 presidential election 

represented a clash between the win-loss logic of democratic elections and the give-and-take 

logic of elite negotiation, with the latter winning out over the former,372 also holds true in 

2019. 

 

Effectively what has occurred in Afghanistan due to its top-down approach of democratizing 

a deeply divided society,373 is the isomorphic mimicry of democratic institutions: these 

institutions exist within a particular form, but have little function.374 In conditions of fragility, 

it is easier to rapidly build the ‘form’ of a capable state by passing civil service legislation, or 

articulating ‘development plans’ or in case of Afghanistan, by organising elections, than it is 

to assess performance and allow an organic process in which the forms adapted emerge 

organically from functional success.375 The 2019 elections sparked a series of peaceful and 

violent public protests not only because of the inconsistencies in its outcome, but also 

because of the irregularities of procedure that continued to plague its execution. 

 

3. The Rise in Protests: Calling for Democracy  
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The 2019 election, which took place after a slew of electoral reforms—instituted as early as 

2016 376 —was riddled with discrepancies with the consequence that the votes of the 

September 2019 election were finalised only in February 2020. 377  Large sections of 

Abdullah’s supporters took to protesting electoral discrepancies, alleging electoral fraud.378 

For instance, of the 5373 voting centers which were to function during the 2019 election, 

only 4647 were fully opened.379 431 voting centers were closed for security purposes, as a 

consequence of which, voters registered in those centers were disenfranchised completely.380 

Initial reports immediately after the election, recorded provisional figures of 2.69 million 

votes cast, which were revised to 1.93 biometrically verified vote records. 381  Shortly 

thereafter, the technology provider removed approximately 86000 duplicate biometric vote 

signatures, saddling the Independent Election Commission with the onerous task of 

differentiating between provisional tallies and vote counts backed up by unique biometric 

signatures.382 Part of the protest demands, spurred on by supporters of Abdullah, included 

invalidating all those polling station with out of hours votes, votes which were initially 
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quarantined due to discrepancies between device and memory card biometric records, polling 

stations which were initially missing biometric records—all of which estimated 300,000 

votes.383 Even after the Abdullah led-opposition called for an audit, discrepancies continued 

to appear. Although introducing the biometrically verified votes was meant to curb individual 

level voter fraud, 611 voting centers reflected an increase in votes when published primary 

results were compared to pre-audit biometric vote totals, amounting to nearly 14,865 

additional votes.384 

 

But perhaps the most damaging aspect of the elections has been the model of single non-

transferable votes adopted, as opposed to a system of proportional representation that has in 

turn been promoted by consecutive incumbent governments.385 Not only does this system 

allow candidates to win majorities by extremely small margins, but also this system inhibits 

the development of political parties.386 While this system benefits individual candidates, thus 

shoring up political power between a select few members of the political elite, it leaves large 

sections of the voting population without representation.387A second systemic issue with the 

elections has been the traditional over-representation of urban areas over rural constituencies. 

In the absence of comprehensive consensus data, seats have been allocated to provinces in 
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proportion to estimates of their population creating constituencies of varying size.388 While 

45% of elected members of parliament from the 2018 parliamentary elections lived in one of 

Afghanistan’s five major cities, these cities accounted only for 19% of the national 

population.389 As a result, the pro-democracy protests, following the troubles of the 2019 

elections hint at the preservation of something larger—institutions which are threatened by 

the very ideological divide that separates Afghanistan as a country.  

 

4. Increasing Illiberalism: State-Building in post-war Afghanistan  

 

State-building in Afghanistan, since 2004, has been characterized by simultaneous processes 

of change and compromise: the establishment of basic democratic machinery was constantly 

undermined by ongoing conflict and the instability it created.390 Reviewing the 2009 and 

2010 elections, scholars observed that their failure to foster representative government in 

Afghanistan had little to do with either the dominance of one party or the rejection of 

democratic rule—instead the concentration of political and economic power into the hands of 

an elite few, prevented a more democratic distribution of political power.391 The 2018 and 

2019 elections re-emphasize the very crux of this paper: democratization is essentially an 

attempt to renegotiate the relationship between political elites and capital.392 
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State-building itself is predicated on building institutional potentials so as to strengthen the 

nation as an integrated social structure with a unified identity.393 Scholars characterise weak 

states with weak executive power, low tax revenues, an inability to satisfy public needs or 

enforce laws, and a loose legitimacy in the eyes of the people.394 In Afghanistan, dwindling 

legitimacy becomes an issue of paramount importance as the United States seeks to withdraw 

its armed forces from the war against the Taliban by September 2021.395 The Taliban has 

been eager to fill the power vaccum: from controlling 73 of Afghanistan’s 407 districts in 

May 2021, they now control 157 as of June 2021.396 With the government controlling only 79 

of Afghanistan’s districts outright, its capacity to sustain the government as the Taliban 

continues to advance politically, is diminishing. 397  Without a conditions-based peace 

agreement that keeps the United States in Afghanistan in some form,398 Afghanistan’s fight 

for democracy may literally turn into civil war, with the stakes determining which side of the 

ideological divide the country finally falls on.  

 

B. LEGITIMISING A COUP: CAPTURING DEMOCRATIC RULE IN MYANMAR  
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In 2020 Myanmar dropped to an authoritarian regime, from its earlier position as a hybrid 

regime in the 2019 Democracy Index,399 following a military coup that overthrew the 

democratically elected government by way of elections held in November, 2020. Myanmar 

also signifies the biggest downgrade in the Asia Pacific region, falling by 13 positions in the 

global rankings, as a consequence of the mass voter suppression at the hands of its 

military.400  

 

Even before the coup formalised in early 2021, the irregularities in the 2020 elections hinted 

at authoritarian influences despite the resounding victory of the National League for 

Democracy (hereinafter “NLD”) and the return of global icon and Myanmar state counselor, 

Aung San Suu Kyi as its de facto leader. Elections were restricted in several townships, 

several groups of people were disenfranchised from voting, entire voting constituencies were 

simply cancelled and both the NLD and the military extensively relied on Myanmar’s 

sweeping defamation law to control criticism against the government.401  

 

1. Creating a Narrative: Authoritative Constitutionalism in Myanmar 

 

Emerging as an erstwhile colony of the British empire, Myanmar did not ease into democracy 

like her other sister colonies:402 instead, the transition to a limited form of constitutional 

democracy occurred as late as 2008, after nearly two decades of direct rule under its military, 
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called the Tatmadaw. 403  The Tatmadaw effectively ruled Myanmar without a formal 

constitution until 2011, when the 2008 Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar 

was enacted by successful referendum.404 And yet, ten years of declared democratic rule has 

not done away with the authoritarian power of the Tatmadaw. 

 

Melissa Crouch asserts that constitutions and constitution making processes are critical 

features of many authoritarian regimes, including the Tatmadaw, as they facilitate 

authoritarian resilience by enabling transitions from one form of military rule to another.405 

Several scholars justify manipulation of constitutional processes to further authoritarian goals 

while undermining democracy, as authoritarian or abusive constitutionalism.406 Authoritarian 

constitutionalism effectively represents the disintegration or manipulation of democracy to 

perpetuate the dominance of one political party over others. 407 This can be done by 

deliberately designing a constitution that furthers authoritarian resilience. 408  The 2008 

Constitution does so in several respects.  

 

For instance, it reserves 25% of seats in each legislative house of parliament for the 

military,409 granting them an automatic veto over any constitutional amendment,410 and 

allowing the military to preserve their constitutionally mandated privileges.411 Although the 
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president and the two vice-presidents are elected by an electoral college of members from 

both legislative houses,412 the Tatmadaw controls the executive via the National Defense and 

Security Council which includes the president, both vice-presidents, speakers of both 

legislative houses, the commander-in-chief and the deputy commander-in-chief of the 

Tatmadaw, along with the ministers of foreign affairs, home affairs, defence and border 

affairs.413 Of the president and the two vice-presidents, one is nominated from the Tatmadaw 

itself.414 Members of the Tatmadaw can further be appointed to other ministerial posts, 

increasing their influence.415 Not only does the commander-in-chief of the Tatmadaw appoint 

the ministries of home affairs, defence and border affairs but also he retains control of the 

armed forces, including militias, paramilitary forces and intelligence agencies. 416  The 

judiciary is subject to the authority of the Tatmadaw, primarily because they control the 

appointments to the judiciary via the President’s office.417 Similarly the Constitutional 

Tribunal has limited powers of judicial review and is largely ineffective. 418 For all the control 

that it exercises in the executive however, the Tatmadaw retains complete control of its own 

affairs.419 

 

The Tatmadaw has effectively used the 2008 Constitution to entrench itself as the guardian of 

national politics, in order to prevent an entirely representative civilian government from 
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taking power.420 By portraying itself as an institution above the competition of political 

parties, 421  and committed to safeguarding the 2008 Constitution the Tatmadaw has 

established itself as a legalist autocrat, strategically turning democracy against the principle 

of constitutionalism by misusing or removing constitutional limits on government power in 

the name of populism.422 

 

2. Diluting Democracy: The Creation of a Coup  

 

The entire constitution-making exercise of 2008 reflects the Tatmadaw’s strategy of coercive 

centralism by which it controls the way different branches of government interact with each 

other and with the Tatmadaw.423 Expanding constitutionalism beyond the rule of law, ensures 

that authoritarian constitutionalism is sustained through the administration, whose power is 

centralized in the hands of the Tatmadaw.424 The Tatmadaw’s increasingly popular image as 

a tutelary institution has found new ground in light of the 2020 elections in Myanmar: 

although the election was competitive, the power of the government when elected was 

constrained by a non-elected, tutelary power i.e. the Tatmadaw.425 The foremost example of 

the Tatmadaw’s tutelary interference is in Myanmar’s self-proclaimed transition to a 

discipline flourishing democracy in 2008, which was orchestrated by the Tatmadaw itself, 

and not precipitated by external forces or a regime breakdown.426 
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The 2020 elections in particular marked a resounding victory for the NLD, which defeated 

the Tatmadaw-backed Union Solidarity and Development Party by a wide margin and 

cemented global icon Aung San Suu Kyi’s return to power as State Counselor for 

Myanmar.427 Although Myanmar is a well-documented authoritarian regime, this illustrates a 

pervasive preference for democracy among the people of Myanmar reflective of democratic 

choice,428 unlike the farcical elections of other authoritarian regimes.429 This is not to suggest 

that the 2020 elections were entirely free of authoritarian undercurrents:430 elections were 

cancelled in 56 townships situated in purported conflict zones (for comparison, in 2015, 

elections were cancelled in 5 such townships);431 religious and ethnic minorities were 

disenfranchised;432 and significant malapportionment favoured rural areas over urban ones.433  

Nonetheless the meteoric popularity of Aung San Suu Kyi seems to have raised concerns 

with the Tatmadaw,434 leading them to seize control of the government on 1 February 

2021.435 Even as the Tatmadaw threw senior members of the NDL, including Aung San Suu 

Kyi, into incommunicado detention,436 it sought to maintain an outward appearance of 
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legitimate rule by appointing one of its own members as interim president.437 Interestingly 

this has allowed the Tatmadaw to invoke the emergency powers conferred on the president, 

transferring all executive, legislative and judicial powers to the commander-in-chief of the 

Tatmadaw.438 The Tatmadaw intends to retain power for the next year, riding out the full 

constitutional limit for a period of emergency.439 Although the Tatmadaw has subverted 

democracy itself by capturing the 2020 elections, it continues to use the 2008 Constitution to 

legitimise its coup d’etat.440 In fact, the Tatmadaw appears to legitimise its power on the 

basis of its own performance legitimacy,441 promising to establish what it calls a discipline 

flourishing democracy in Myanmar.442 

 

3. The Rise in Violent Protests: Twelve Years of Democracy is Not Enough  

 

The Tatmadaw’s coup d’etat was met with public resistance, with peaceful public 

demonstrations and strikes by civil servants and private-sector employees.443 Reports suggest 

that the Tatmadaw largely ignored the first stream of anti-coup demonstrations, with the hope 

that an exhausted public would eventually need to return to work.444 The turning point in the 

Tatmadaw’s strategy occurred with soldiers raiding a shipyard in Madalay in order to break 
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up an ongoing strike. When demonstrators sought to protect the workers, the Tatmadaw 

opened fire.445 As the Tatmadaw proceeded to adopt harsher methods of quelling dissent, 

certain sections of protestors have taken to weapons like Molotov cocktails, fireworks and 

swords to fight back against the regime.446 Other protestors have sought military training, 

while some have gone as far as to arm themselves to engage in urban warfare against the 

regime.447 

 

The anti-coup protests are largely leaderless, de-centralised and loosely coordinated—factors 

that have ensured their continuation well after the Tatmadaw has actually seized power. 

Conscious of the economic, financial and social fallout of their dissidence, protestors have set 

up informal support mechanisms to assist workers and their families.448 While the poorest 

sections of society have accepted that they may be hit the hardest in an economic collapse, 

reports suggest that these protestors are some of the most determined participants against the 

Tatmadaw’s authoritarian regime. 449 As the protests coincide with the raging COVID-19 

pandemic, paramedics used Facebook to launch a civil disobedience movement on 2 

February 2021, immediately after the Tatmadaw seized power.450 
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4. Quelling Dissent: The Military and its Might  

 

The Tatmadaw has orchestrated deadly daily crackdowns on protestors since February 2021, 

with the objective of stamping out every last vestige of dissent against itself.451 This has done 

by attacking protestors with brute force to deter them from dissenting, and by actively 

preventing them from accessing the online and physical spaces from which to dissent. On 27 

March 2021, even as Myanmar celebrated Armed Forces Day, troops shot 158 unarmed 

civilians dead across the country.452 Protestors were shot while mourning the casualties of the 

massacre on Armed Forces Day.453 The Tatmadaw purportedly attacked those rendering first 

aid or pulling victims out of the line of fire, beaten and killed paramedics and other first 

responders, and shot at ambulances.454 The Tatmadaw began a reign of nightly terror, raiding 

residential neighborhoods—throwing sound grenades, firing rubber bullets, conducting door-

to-door searches and lining up citizens in the street.455 It also threatened and shot volunteers 

who manned street barricades to warn against the arrival of the troops.456 
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Eager to stamp out dissent entirely, the Tatmadaw has also taken steps to ensure that it is 

difficult for the protesting public to converge and coordinate their protests. Since large troops 

of the Tatmadaw’s Light Infantry Division have infiltrated Myanmar’s major cities, they have 

set up camp in hospitals, schools, universities and monasteries.457 Not only does access to 

these large public spaces allow the Tatmadaw to station their vehicles and equipment, but it 

also renders them ineffective for protestors who may use these public spaces to organise for 

protests.458 The Tatmadaw has also been quick to suspend mobile and internet services across 

the country, with periodic shutdowns occurring on 3 February,459 6 February,460 and 15 

February,461 before ordering a total shutdown of mobile internet services on 15 March 

2021.462 Consequently, protestors have found it difficult to mobilise and coordinate their 
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demonstrations, or even gain further information about the Tatmadaw’s measures.463 In fact 

one of their first legislative efforts after taking power, was a draft Cyber Security Law that 

required technology companies to onshore their data on national security grounds, and 

introduced provisions criminalizing the spread of misinformation.464 However, the public 

opposition to such a draconian law was so strong, that the regime rolled it back and enacted 

amendments to the existing Electronic Transactions Law,465 while borrowing from the less 

harsh sections of the draft Cyber Security Law. These legislative efforts have not stopped the 

Tatmadaw from searching civilians’ mobile phones for evidence of dissidence,466 routinely 

destroying privately owned CCTV cameras, 467  satellite dishes of a Thai broadcasting 

company468 and even disabling internet services in townships before cracking down on its 

residents.469  

 

5. Increasing Illiberalism: The Future of Democracy in Myanmar 

 

With the Tatmadaw in power for the foreseeable future, it appears that its strategy for the 

upcoming year is to tilt the playing field in its favour by neutralizing Aung Sang Suu Kyi and 
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the NDL as political threats.470 Part of the process has already begun by filing dubious 

charges against her and other senior members, which if sustained could result in the eventual 

dissolution of the NDL as a political party entirely.471 This hints at the very coercive 

centralism that forms the bedrock of the Tatmadaw’s power.  

 

The Tatmadaw is fully prepared to use the apparently democratic mechanisms at its disposal 

to further its own authoritarian regime. Even where the internet shutdowns are concerned, the 

Tatmadaw has justified their necessity by citing rule of law and the maintenance of stability 

in Myanmar.472 While its coup d’etat can have devastating effects on the national economy, 

scholars suggest that the Tatmadaw is prepared to fall back on national resources, 

characteristic of the socialist military rule of the first twenty years after British 

decolonization, in order to consolidate its power entirely.473 

 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS  

 

Asia in general has been described as a kaleidoscopic collection of constitutional experi- 

ments, where constitutional dynamism and the consequent resistance to it, has been spurred 
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on by state-building, economic development, and globalisation.474 To this effect, Samuel 

Issacharoff’s claim that the superior competence of democracies lies not in the process of 

governance itself but instead in the deliberation, that is naturally slower and more complex 

than decree,475 rings true. But then so do his subsequent words of caution: when deliberation 

is no longer a process of citizen inputs it becomes a public-choice nightmare where vested 

sectional interests marshal resources to overwhelm the passive majority. 476  Nothing 

encapsulates the spirit and contexts of the countries this paper better than this academic 

observation.  

 

In every country examined, democracy is at a crossroads: in India, a religiously ideological 

crisis is brewing, instigated by a leader who has conveniently twisted democratic processes to 

suit his authoritarian agenda; in Thailand, people are protesting for democracy even as the 

twin forces of the monarchy and military use democratic instruments to stifle dissent. In 

Hong Kong, the future of democracy rests on the future of the region itself, which is a 

constitutional conundrum after the year 2047. In Nepal, communist forces distort democratic 

institutions and process to commandeer complete control of government machinery. 

Myanmar and Afghanistan bring up the most volatile contexts for the survival of a 

democratic order: Myanmar, characterized for so long by military rule, fell to a military coup 

after ten years of democracy while Afghanistan, ravaged by decades of civil war, might just 

follow.  
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Indeed, each country considered in this paper has faced varying degrees of democratic 

erosion in the last two years but each country also provides a distinctly unique and real 

context in which one can see the sheer adaptability of a liberal democratic constitutionalism 

play out. The common denominators, among these countries, not only include the sheer force 

of authoritarians (varying though its intensity might be) but also the power of the people to 

protest and rise up against Issacharoff’s public-choice nightmare. By doing so, it is the 

people, representing the force of democratic might, who have the power to prevent vested 

sectional interests from overwhelming the majority.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


